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WORLD 
Tradi-Mods Vs Rockers 
Alternative Takes on Congotronics 
(Crammed Discs) 
**** 
My heart sinks when the remix album turns up and a characterful and 
distinctive artist gets repackaged to blend in with everything else. But that's 
not the case here. Alternative Takes on Congotronics has 26 indie rock bands 
and musicians reworking material from extraordinary Congolese bands 
including Konono No 1 and the Kasai Allstars. For instance, Deerhoof play a 
cover version of a Kasai Allstars track they learned by slowing it right down 
and transposing the parts from thumb pianos on to guitars. It's 
brilliant. Animal Collective throw samples into their guitar and drum work. 
Everyone brings a different approach to make an eclectic, dance floor-friendly 
double album that should be a cult success.  
Simon Broughton 
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Available on: Crammed Discs 2xCD 
 
When Brussels-based Crammed Discs dropped that first Konono Nº1 Congotronics album in 
2004, it had the same kind of “shock of the new” impact in contemporary World music 
circles as say, ‘Anarchy in the UK’, had among jaded rock fans in the mid-1970s. And like 
‘Anarchy’ and other pioneering punk records, it was notable for a strong DIY ethic, a 
captivatingly dirty sound and a refusal to pay lip service to the earnest “authenticity” that all 
“worthy” musical endeavours were expected to embody. Such is the power of this “Tradi-
Moderne” music from Kinshasa that Crammed has been able to follow that first album with a 
compilation of tracks by Konono and like-minded Kinois (Buzz’n'Rumble in the 
Urb’n'Jungle), a full-length album by the Kasai Allstars, and, most recently, Konono’s 
second album of original material, Assume Crash Position. 
 
And now this, the fifth release in the Congotronics series, one that illustrates the effect that 
this music has had on audiences more accustomed to listening to the Aphex Twin than Ali 
Farke Toure, Sonic Youth than Youssou N’Dour. For Tradi-Mods vs Rockers, Crammed has 



invited a disparate bunch of musicians, mostly operating at the avant garde edges of rock and 
dance music, to remix, cover and create new works inspired by tracks from the first four 
Congotronics releases. Some of the names (Animal Collective, Shackleton) may be more 
familiar – and certainly fashionable – than others, but all have their merits. 
 
Highlights from the first of the two CDs – there are 26 tracks in all – include Deerhoof’s 
cover of the Kasai Allstars’ ‘Travel broadens the mind’, a remake (complete with new lyrics) 
that is oddly reminiscent of Crammed’s post-punk enfants terribles, The Honeymoon Killers. 
Another innovative cover version comes from sometime Casiotone for the Painfully Alone 
collaborator Jherek Bischoff, who has transcribed Konono Nº1′s ‘Kule Kule’ for chamber 
orchestra. The intense loops of the original sound even better played on string and wind 
instruments. 
 
Tussle take another Konono track, ‘Soft Crush’, in a delightful Kraut rock-y direction, while 
Andrew Bird’s processed violins on the medley of ‘Ohnono’ and ‘Kiwembo’ are a 
mellifluous joy. At the other extreme, Mark ‘Basic Channel’ Ernestus turns ‘Masikulu’ into 
deep, dark, dub techno: like Unknown Cases lost in a blood diamond mine. 
 
The second disc begins with another fantastic horror trip, courtesy of Shackleton, who 
stretches out crucial elements from Kasai Allstars’ ‘Makubu Special’ (chants, conga loops, 
likembe riffs) over 10 and-a-half minutes of slow-building dubwise menace. His finest remix 
since ‘Minimoonstar’. By contrast, the track that follows – ‘Likembes’ by Hoquets – is 
ridiculously bright and breezy anarcho-indie pop inspired by Konono Nº1 and played on self-
made instruments. Bon Iver’s compadres Megafaun, meanwhile, turn Kizanzi Congo’s ‘Soif 
Conjugale’ into a teasing, pleasing ‘Conjugal Mirage’, veering from math rock to jazz to 
banjo-picking country without ever sounding like they are being clever for its own sake. Beta 
Band fans will love this. 
 
My two favourite pieces on the album are both original jams inspired by Congotronics tracks 
– Au’s ‘Two Labors’ (inspired by Masanka Sankayi) and Bear Bones, Lay Low’s Konono-
influenced ‘Kuletronics’. Au is a Portland, Oregon band led by multi-instrumentalist Luke 
Wyland, with anywhere between two and 10 members. On ‘Two Labors’ Wyland (keyboard 
and vocals) and percussionist Dana Valatka build a monstrous dervish groove. Imagine the 
riff speed of early Anthrax without all the heavy metal bullshit. Nutty and quite, quite superb. 
 
‘Kuletronics’ is the work of Ernesto Gonzalez, a Venezuelan emigre living in Waterloo, near 
Brussels. This compelling psychedelic jam is based on the same track that Jherek Bischoff 
covered – two excellent and very different interpretations. And those looking for something 
with more of a dancefloor orientation should look no further than Bass Clef’s Kasai Allstars 
rework, ‘The incident at Mbuji-Mayi’, an infectious low-end banger that combines the 
interlocking guitars and powerful vocals of the original track (‘Drowning goat’) with a 
bassline that’s pure London 2010. More experimental dancefloors may choose to rock to the 
sound of ‘Konono Wa Wa Wa’, a deeply idiosyncratic take on Acid House by Boredoms’ 
Yamantaka Eye. Brilliantly barmy. 
 
Any project of this nature is bound to be something of a curate’s (or curator’s) egg, but, for 
the most part Tradi-Mods vs Rockers works, and works well. At its best, these alternative 
takes on Congotronics are superb. 
 
Justin Toland 





 
Album Review 
Tradi-Mods vs. Rockers: Alternative Takes on Congotronics  
 

 
  
Various Artists 
Tradi-Mods vs. Rockers: Alternative Takes on Congotronics 
[Crammed Discs; 2010] 
8.1 
  
In 1987, a French record label called Ocora released a cassette called Zaïre: Musiques 
Urbaines á Kinshasa. It was a set of four half-hour performances by four different bands, 
recorded in Kinshasa, Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of the Congo), in 1978. It was the 
first time Kinshasa street music ever made it out of Africa, but the timing wasn't quite right; 
pre-Internet, word of mouth could only spread this music so far. And it was up against a 
mainstream world music industry that didn't prize rawness or real African soundworlds. It 
went out of print, but if you can find it, it is very worth hearing. 
 
But that music couldn't stay hidden forever. In 2004, producer Vincent Kenis curated an 
album by one of those street bands that had been recorded in 1978, Konono Nº1, for 
Crammed Discs (they also recorded a live LP for Terp that year). Konono in 2004 sounded 
almost exactly like Konono in 1978-- a bracing mix of headlong rhythm and interesting 
texture, created by found-object percussion and crudely electrified likembe thumb pianos. 
This time, the timing (and let's be honest, the marketing) were much more fortuitous. Konono 
Nº1 crash-landed in the Western indie rock and avant garde worlds and were embraced 
wholeheartedly, and Crammed embarked on a series of "Congotronics" releases aimed at 
building a broader picture of Kinshasa's vibrant street music scene, which is comprised of 
bands from ethnic groups around Congo who amplify their traditional music to be heard over 
the urban din. 
 



Their latest Congotronics project takes a different tack. There's no doubt that Congotronics 
has had an impact in the West, and Crammed's Marc Hollander (who long ago was Kenis' 
partner in the band Aksak Maboul) asked 26 artists to contribute their own personal takes on 
Congotronics, and contributed one himself under his old Aksak Maboul banner. These artists 
took a variety of approaches: some wrote original music, some covered actual Congotronics 
songs or used parts of them as raw musical material, some sampled the source material, and 
others wrote music modeled on a specific piece. Each song is credited to the artist "vs" the 
Congotronics act that inspired the song (usually Konono or Kasai Allstars), and it's a hugely 
diverse, double-disc grab-bag by a group of contributors from Europe, the U.S., and Japan. 
 
Some tracks are related to their inspiration more in spirit than anything else. A good example 
is Tussle's spectacular funk workout "Soft Crush", which has a very loose relationship to 
Konono Nº1, dropping ethereal thumb piano patterns into its otherwise relentless stomp. Bear 
Bones and Lay Low's "Kuletronics" is like Congotronics via the BBC Radiophonic 
Workshop, directly quoting Konono Nº1's "Kule Kule", but transposing the likembe groove 
to odd, throbbing bass sounds and sprinkling the mix liberally with pinging sound effects and 
filtered, echoing noises. It's interesting to hear the inherent similarities between things that 
seem as disparate as, say, Konono and Andrew Bird. Bird's pizzicato violin loops on 
"Ohnono/Kiwembo" are nothing too out of the ordinary for him, but it's amazing how well 
the interlocking patterns he creates reflect an affinity with the band's likembe patterns. 
 
There are plenty of other highlights, from Shackleton's 10-minute, spaced-out "Mukuba 
Special", which features vocal interjections sampled from Kasaï Allstars, to Jherek Bischoff's 
very literal, amazingly heavy orchestral arrangement of "Kule Kule". AU's "Two Labors" is a 
crazy pile-up of as many likembe rhythm patterns as possible playing at breakneck speed, 
while Oneida sucks the music into its own noisy psychedelic world. Juana Molina is one of 
several who adds vocals and lyrics of her own, bouncing her own melody off the patterns of 
Kasaï Allstars, whose call and response chants she samples into her own composition. 
 
Hollander has afforded each artist the chance to talk a little bit about his or her contribution, 
and reading the range of thoughts behind the tracks here makes for an interesting companion 
activity to listening. There are certainly ways a project like this could have gone wrong-- 
everybody avoids the biggest one, which would have been for a Western artist to try and 
perform the chants in the original music-- but the artists involved were given enough free 
reign and seem to have enough genuine appreciation for the music that the final result is a 
very pleasing listen that captures some of the spirit of the music without outright imitating or 
caricaturing it. 
 
— Joe Tangari, November 10, 2010 
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Crammed Discs

Several passes of an album should be enough to not only 
develop an opinion of its worth as well as a degree of 
understanding as to why. Of course, that doesn’t happen 
when listening to a release becomes an obsession such as 
this two-disc set Tradi-Mods Vs Rockers, which is dubbed 
as “Alternative Takes on Congotronics.” I’ll admit being 
new to the range of Congotronic sounds. Sending me 
towards further investigation of its practitioners is another 
positive by product of this production.
For anyone else new to the form, Congotronics refers to 
the series that highlighted electrified traditional music 
from the African Congo. The approach meshes in a way 
that the sound uses its conflicting and overlapping melo-
dies and rhythms to develop into a hypnotic blend. Cred-
ited as an influence on a bevy of alt-rockers, Crammed 
Discs, the original label for Congotronics, came up with 
the idea of encouraging acts including Animal Collective, 
Deerhoof, Andrew Bird, Glenn Kotche, Oneida, Skeletons 
and more – 26 participants overall – to take the source 
material from Kasai Allstars, Konono No1 and Sobanza 
Mimanisa, and create brand new works. Yes, purists could 
decry a westernization of the original content but music 
has always drifted from one shore to another, influencing 
musicians ad infinitum.

On disc one the fascination is immediate, inhabiting the 
mind and body. Deerhoof Basing “Travel Broadens the 
Mind” on Kasai Allstars, Deerhoof presents an enticing 
opening to the proceedings. Followed by Animal Collec-
tive and Andrew Bird, the mixture of electronics, western 
structures and African traditions ebb and flow. Jherek Bis-
choff’s orchestral “Kule Kule” has the grandeur of an out-
take from “The Last Emperor” soundtrack Overtaking the 
better-known artists, Tussle’s “Soft Crush” offers nearly 
six minutes of joyous match of machine and mankind. It 
sounds like the jamming of a drum circle combined with 

a seasoned improvisational troupe. Seriously, I’ve 
put it on repeat more than times than I should admit, 
and feel the same about Woom’s “Enter the Chief,” 
Mark Enestus’ “Masikulu Dub” and Skeletons “Ki-
wembo.”

Disc two goes heavier into the electronic possibili-
ties derived from the Congotonics world and in the 
case of “Two Labors” by AU embraces the repetition 
and chaos. Sometimes it can be bumpy ride, espe-
cially after the tantalizing vibes of the previous disc. 
Still, it does provide its own pleasures. Optimo’s 
“Wumbanzanga,” based on Konono No1, begins as 
an update of the Talking Heads’ “Remain In Light” 
technique with a slithery bassline holding focus as 
the bright guitar lines define themselves through a 
loop of activity. It transforms itself into a microchip 
being before returning to its human pulse. And when 
done, there’s nothing left to do but start “Tradi-
Mods” from the beginning and bask in the interna-
tional cross-pollination river of rhythm.
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